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Cross-resonance (CR) gates have emerged as a promising scheme for fault-tolerant quantum
computation with fixed-frequency qubits. We experimentally implement an entangling CR gate by using
a microwave-only control in a tunable coupling superconducting circuit, where the tunable coupler
provides extra degrees of freedom to verify optimal conditions for constructing a CR gate. By developing a
three-qubit Hamiltonian tomography protocol, we systematically investigate the dependency of gate
fidelities on spurious qubit interactions and present the first experimental approach to the evaluation of the
perturbation impact arising from spectator qubits. Our results reveal that the spectator qubits lead to
reductions in CR gate fidelity dependent on ZZ interactions and particular frequency detunings between
spectator and gate qubits. The target spectator demonstrates a more serious impact than the control
spectator under a standard echo pulse scheme, whereas the degradation of gate fidelity is observed up to
22.5% as both the spectators are present with a modest ZZ coupling to the computational qubits. Our
experiments uncover an optimal CR operation regime, and the method we develop here can readily be
applied to improving other kinds of two-qubit gates in large-scale quantum circuits.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevLett.127.060505

In complex superconducting circuits with larger
numbers of qubits [1–5], the fidelity of quantum algorithms
begins to be dominated by unwanted qubit interactions,
increased decoherence, and frequency crowding, all inherent to traditional frequency-tuned architectures [6–9].
Alternatively, a microwave-only control scheme like
cross-resonance (CR) gates can provide frequency selectivity and allow one to use fixed-frequency computational
qubits, thereby minimizing the sensitivity of the qubits with
respect to the sources of possible noise [10,11]. The CR
gate scheme [12–17] has a strong appeal to the multiqubit
control in superconducting architectures using fixed-frequency transmon qubits, thus allowing the qubits to be
operated at their optimal bias points for coherence; also, it
only requires a single microwave drive line for applying the
drive tone to the control qubit and thereby efficiently
reduces the circuit complexity.
A fast two-qubit CR gate relies on a large coupling that
leads to cross talk between qubits [12,15]. In practice, the
computational qubits of a CR gate cannot be efficiently
isolated from the environment and are inevitably exposed to
neighboring qubits owing to mutual interactions in a
quantum processor [18,19]. A recent theoretical study on
CR gates reveals detrimental multiqubit frequency collisions as a control or target qubit couples to a third spectator
qubit [20], thus leading to a reduction in gate fidelity. To
eliminate this deadly impact, it becomes crucial to study the
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dependency of the unwanted components on the coupling
between the qubits. In particular, what is needed is an
experimental investigation of an optimal CR gate operation
regime in the presence of spectator qubits. These key
issues, however, have not yet been explored due to a lack of
control of the interactions between the qubits. Fortunately,
the experimental realization of tunable couplers provides a
way to adjust qubit interactions and hence offers a
possibility for mitigating unwanted couplings [21–26].
In this Letter, exploiting flux-controlled tunable couplers, we address these crucial barriers to optimizing CR
gate control by systematically investigating the dependency
of gate fidelities on spurious interaction components. We
present the first experimental approach to the evaluation of
the perturbation impact arising from the spectator qubits,
providing a guiding principle to improve two-qubit gate
fidelity with spectator qubits for large-scale quantum
computation.
Experimental setup and isolated CR gate.—Our quantum processor consists of seven transmon qubits
(Qi ; i ¼ 1–7) with each pair of neighboring qubits mediated via a frequency-tunable coupler (Cj ; j ¼ 1–6). In our
experiments, the qubits Qi (i ¼ 2, 3) and Qi (i ¼ 1, 4), as
outlined in Fig. 1(a), are used to implement the CR gate as
the computational gate qubits and spectator qubits, respectively. We schematically represent our experimental
scheme in Fig. 1(b). A cross drive on the control qubit,
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FIG. 1. (a) Sketch of the experimental subsystem. The qubit
frequencies (in GHz) are displayed in the corresponding boxes.
The two computational qubits are coupled with an effective
coupling J 23 via a direct coupling with strength g2d and indirect
couplings through the coupler with g21 and g22 , respectively.
(b) Schematic representation of the experimental scheme. The
black (white) and brown (purple) dots depict ideal and distorted
state trajectories of the target qubit on a Bloch sphere, respectively. The distortion is due to the impact of the ZZ interaction
from the target spectator.

at the target qubit frequency, rotates the target either around
the þx axis or −x axis, depending on the state of the
control. By contrast, the presence of spectator qubits
distorts the quantum trajectory of the target and hence
degrades the two-qubit gate performance. By developing
three-qubit Hamiltonian tomography, intriguingly, we can
extract all unwanted interactions and reveal an optimal gate
operation regime.
We first consider an isolated CR gate. Both gate qubits
are negatively detuned from the coupler Δi ¼ ωi − ωc < 0
(i ¼ 2, 3), where ω2;3 , ωc are the frequencies of Q2 ,
Q3 , and C2 , respectively. We apply a CR drive pulse
Ω cosðωd t þ ϕÞ on the control qubit Q2 with an amplitude
Ω, frequency ωd, and phase ϕ. When the qubit drive is
present, the system Hamiltonian is
H=ℏ ¼

X1
2
i¼2;3

þ −
−
ω̃i σ zi þ J23 ðσ þ
2 σ3 þ σ3 σ2 Þ

þ Ω cosðωd t þ ϕÞσ x2 ;

ð1Þ

−
where σ xα , σ zα , σ þ
α , σ α (α ¼ 2, 3) are the Pauli X, Pauli Z, and
raising and lowering operators for Q2 and Q3 , respectively;
ω̃2 ¼ ω2 þ ðJ 23 =ΔÞ, ω̃3 ¼ ω3 − ðJ23 =ΔÞ, J23 ¼ g2d þ
ðg21 g22 =ΔÞ, ð1=ΔÞ ¼ ½ð1=Δ2 Þ þ ð1=Δ3 Þ=2 [27–30].
On the condition that Ω; J23 ≪ Δ and the drive
frequency ωd is in resonance with the target qubit (Q3 )
frequency ω̃3, considering cross talks on the processor
chip and off-resonance drive on the control qubit, the
effective drive Hamiltonian can be expressed as Heff =ℏ¼
u1 ZXþu2 ZYþu3 ZZþu4 ZIþu5 IXþu6 IYþu7 IZ [15,31].
The first one is the CR term, while the rest are the
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FIG. 2. (a) Numerical simulations and measurements of ZX
interaction with the fixed CR drive amplitude Ω ¼ 18 MHz.
(b) Cross-sectional views of (a) at two representative coupler
frequencies with three sets of CR drive amplitudes. (c) Change in
the quantum process tomography (QPT) fidelity (black dot) as a
function of the coupler qubit frequency (left axis). The corresponding CR drive amplitudes (dark red narrow bar) used for
acquiring the QPT fidelities (right axis). (d) ZX, ZZ, and IX vary
as a function of the coupler (C2 ) frequency with three different
CR drive amplitudes. (e) The experimental (dots) and numerical
(solid lines) results of the ZX=ZZ ratio vary with the qubit
frequency detuning Δct (left panel) and the coupler (C2 )
frequency (right panel). The optimal operating condition is
expected in the region where the ZX=ZZ ratio is large but
insensitive to the coupler frequency.

unwanted residual qubit interaction terms in the gate
operation.
To verify optimal implementation parameters and extract
error terms in the gate operation, we numerically calculate
CR Hamiltonian components based on the lowest-order
energy-basis representation method [20] with experimental
parameters. We plot the primary interaction term ZX as a
function of control-target qubit frequency detuning Δct and
coupler frequency, as shown in Fig. 2(a). The results reveal
that the interaction component is sensitive to the frequency
detuning, featuring two-qubit resonance poles where the
interaction value becomes infinite as the detuning crosses
the gate parameters Δct ¼ 0, Δct ¼ αi ¼ 222 MHz
(i ¼ 2, 3), and thus divides the gate operation into the
distinct regions labeled I, II, III, and IV. Moreover, the
interaction term undergoes the turning points (indicated by
red arrows) that are slightly dependent on the frequency
detuning, as the coupler frequency passes across the
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transition point. We experimentally measure the CR
Hamiltonian and fit Rabi oscillations with a Bloch equation
model function [15], using the pulse sequence sketched in
the Supplemental Material [32–38]. The measured ZX
interaction at eight different coupler frequencies, as shown
in Fig. 2(a), is displayed in black circles with color
intensity inside to identify the interaction strengths,
which are consistent with the numerical calculations. To
highlight its dependence on the frequency detuning, we
plot the measured ZX and the simulated ZX (solid lines) in
Fig. 2(b). The aforementioned distinct regions are clearly
distinguished with the detuning transitions. Furthermore,
we selectively plot three interaction components of both the
measured and the calculated ZX, ZZ, and IX in Fig. 2(d) as
a function of the coupler frequency with three different
drive amplitudes and a fixed Δct ¼ 152 MHz. We find that
the large ZX rate and the relatively small static ZZ
interaction in region III define an optimal operating regime
in our experiment, which is confirmed by the experimental
data and numerical calculations (solid lines) shown in the
left panel of Fig. 2(e). In addition, the right panel of
Fig. 2(e) implies that ZX=ZZ is less sensitive to the coupler
frequency except for the region near ZZ ¼ 0.
To suppress the unwanted CR components, we verify
an appropriate CR drive phase, and perform CR Rabi
experiments by using an echo scheme [15,39]. The state
trajectory of the target qubit is depicted in a Bloch sphere in
Fig. S6(g) in the Supplemental Material during the CR gate
operation, showing a near perfect circle on the surface of
the Bloch sphere, which confirms that the echo scheme
improves the gate evolution. According to the results
shown in Figs. 2(b) and 2(e), and taking into account
the qubit coherence time at the selected frequency, we
measure the quantum process tomography (QPT) gate
fidelity at Δct ¼ 137 MHz by varying the coupler qubit
frequency. As shown in Fig. 2(c), the QPT fidelity maximizes at a coupler frequency of 7.783 GHz, and a deep
valley of fidelity emerges in a coupler frequency region
between 4.8 and 5.6 GHz. Figure S6(f) in the Supplemental
Material [32] shows the χ exp and χ ideal for the CR
entangling gate acquired under the optimal operating
position, demonstrating a 98.5% gate fidelity from the
maximum-likelihood estimation, primarily limited by qubit
decoherence [40].
CR gate with spectator qubits.—In order to identify a
more realistic scenario of gate operation, we construct a CR
gate with a third spectator qubit that couples to the control
or the target qubit. We implement three-qubit Hamiltonian
tomography to distinguish the various interaction components in the gate operation. We consider that both the
spectator and the control qubits only contribute fI; Zg
interactions to the effective Hamiltonian, while the target
qubit involves all Pauli interactions fI; X; Y; Zg and others
due to the off-resonance drive on the control qubit [20].
Hence, the gate operators with a control spectator qubit can
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FIG. 3. (a) Schematic pulse sequence for measuring three-qubit
Hamiltonian tomography with a control spectator qubit. The π
pulses (dashed line) or idle pulses (no pulse) consequently
applied on Q1 and Q2 before and after the CR pulse (solid line)
generate a fourfold spectator-control subspace of j00i, j01i, j10i,
and j11i. (b) The dominant interaction terms, in the control
spectator case, vary as a function of Δst with two fixed coupler
(C1 ) frequencies and a CR drive amplitude at 18 MHz. All
interaction terms demonstrate extreme changes in certain detuning regions (Δst ¼ 0; −85; −222 MHz). (c) Three-qubit IZX and
ZZX terms vary with Δst and CR drive amplitude in the control
spectator case.

be defined as jspectatori ⊗ jcontroli ⊗ jtargeti ¼
fI; Zg ⊗ fI; Zg ⊗ fI; X; Y; Zg. We experimentally measure the three-qubit Hamiltonian tomography to extract
primary interaction terms using the schematic pulse
sequence depicted in Fig. 3(a). This is accomplished by
turning on the CR drive for some time and then measuring
the Rabi oscillations on the target qubit in the
spectator ⊗ control subspace of j00i; j01i; j10i; j11i for
projecting the target qubit state onto the x, y, and z axes.
Similar to the approach developed for the two-qubit
Hamiltonian tomography [15], the Rabi oscillations
can be fitted with a Bloch equation model function:
r⃗ _ f00;01;10;11g ðtÞ ¼ eGt r⃗ f00;01;10;11g ð0Þ; ðr ¼ x; y; zÞ. r⃗ ðtÞ is
the vector composed of three projecting measurement
values, hxðtÞi, hyðtÞi, hzðtÞi, as a function of the length
of the Rabi drive. G is a matrix defined in Eq. (S3) in the
Supplemental Material [32].
We separately extract the three-qubit CR drive
Hamiltonian terms by changing the coupling strength J12
between Q1 and Q2 and the frequency detuning Δst
between Q1 and Q3 . Figure 3(b) displays the primary
three-qubit gate parameters as a function of Δst .
Apparently, in certain resonance regions, unwanted energy
excitations occur, breaking down the CR gate regime. For
instance, the condition of Δst ¼ 0 leads to a resonance
between j100i and j001i, while the parameters in the region
around Δst ¼ −85 MHz result in a resonance of j110i and
j020i. Except for these regions, the interaction terms
remain almost intact with different coupling strengths.
The interaction terms, such as ZIX, ZZX, ZIZ, and ZZZ,
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describe the effective mediated interaction between the
control spectator Q1 and the target qubit Q3 through the
control qubit Q2 . These terms affect the evolution of
the target qubit and thus degrade the CR gate fidelity.
Moreover, these three-qubit Hamiltonian interaction terms
also have a dependence on the CR drive amplitude. As an
example, the ZZX and IZX interactions, illustrated in
Fig. 3(c), are enhanced with an increase in CR drive
amplitude, which is more pronounced in the resonance
pole region for the ZZX term.
Similarly, we can conduct three-qubit CR Hamiltonian
tomography with a target spectator qubit. Compared to the
perturbation impact from the control spectator qubit, we
find that the target spectator qubit affects the CR gate more
seriously as Δst is close to the resonance poles due to the
stronger unwanted energy excitations. In fact, a slight jitter
of the target qubit frequency from the static ZZ interaction
between Q3 and Q4 or the unwanted energy resonance at
Δst ¼ 0 between j001i and j010i, as an example, will
seriously disturb or even break down the CR gate operation
where the target qubit undertakes the main evolution
process, whereas the control qubit is not directly excited.
Impact of spectator qubits on CR gate fidelity.—We first
investigate the CR gate fidelity susceptible to the frequency
detunings between the spectators and the target qubit. We
extract the ZZ interaction between Q1 and Q2 (Q3 and Q4 )
via a Ramsey-type experiment that involves probing the
frequency of one qubit with another in either its ground or
excited state [41,42]. To probe the perturbation impact in
various conditions, we execute multiple sets of QPT
experiments for each operation point, selectively applying
a π or π=2 pulse on Q1 or Q4, respectively. The QPT
measurement with idle pulse (no pulse) on the spectator
qubits (in ground state) sets a control fidelity for each
operation point with the particular coupling condition for
comparison with the measurements with pulse applied on
the spectator qubits (experimental fidelity). The relative
gate error in Fig. 4, defined as the difference between the
experimental fidelity and the control fidelity, reflects the
perturbation impact from the spectator qubits. We observe
larger relative gate errors or even failure of the gate, as
shown in Figs. 4(b) and 4(c), near the frequency resonance
poles indicated by dashed lines, especially in the target
spectator case, revealing that unwanted energy excitations
play a major role in degrading the CR gate fidelity. Away
from the resonance poles, the gate error, however, relies
more on the ZZ interaction, demonstrating certain positive
correlations—for instance, among the data points in the
control spectator case, where the spectator does not cause a
deadly impact as the target spectator does.
We then explore the CR gate fidelity dependent on the
coupling strength between the spectators and the gate
qubits in three operation regions by modifying the frequency of C1 and C3 (see the Supplemental Material [32]).
As expected, the spectator qubits have almost no
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FIG. 4. (a) Schematic pulse sequence for investigating the CR
gate fidelity with spectator qubits. We categorize the operation
into four regions: I: both couplings (J 12 and J 34 ) off; II: J 12
coupling on while J 34 off; III: J 12 off while J 34 on; IV: both J 12
and J 34 on. (b),(c) The relative QPT gate error and ZZ interaction
(with error bar) vs the frequency detuning of the spectator Q1 and
Q4 to the target qubit Q3 in the control spectator case and the
target spectator case, respectively. The CR gate fidelity is subject
not only to the ZZ interaction but also to the unwanted energy
excitations. The representative data points indicated by red and
green dashed ellipse highlight the difference in the impact from
the spectators between the regions away and near the frequency
resonance poles. (d) The relative QPT gate error vs the ZZ
coupling strength between the spectator qubits and the gate qubits
in the operation regions II (top panel), III (middle panel), and IV
(bottom panel).

perturbation impact on the gate qubit regardless of the
operations of the spectator qubits, as the couplings between
the gate qubits and the spectator qubits are turned off
(region I). Once the coupling is on, however, the perturbation impact obviously occurs, and the relative gate error
increases as the magnitude of the ZZ interaction rises, as
shown in Fig. 4(d). Particularly, the gate qubits are more
susceptible to the perturbation impact from the target
spectator qubit (region III) than that from the control
spectator qubit (region II). This susceptibility can be
attributed to the fact that the standard echo scheme can
only effectively reduce errors caused by control spectators
[43]. The perturbation impact becomes more serious,
evidenced by the larger relative gate error of up to
22.5% when both couplings (J12 and J34 ) are all on (region
IV). The rotary pulse scheme developed in Ref. [43] can
further reduce the unwanted interactions from the target
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spectator with complex rotary pulse control. Note that, near
the frequency resonance poles, either the echo pulse
scheme or the target rotary protocol will fail due to the
fact that the severe leakage from unwanted energy excitations becomes the dominant error source.
Discussions.—The tunable coupling architecture itself
provides an extra degree of freedom to tune interactions
between computational qubits in an isolated system and
thus demonstrates an improvement of the two-qubit gate
by verifying an optimal condition via adjusting flux bias
on the coupler. However, in a large superconducting
network, where one qubit could be treated as a gate qubit
in one network block but practically behaves as a spectator
qubit in another. To yield a high gate fidelity, the qubit
frequencies and coupling strength should be deliberately
designed [44] to reach a balance between high CR gate
fidelity and feasibility of gate operation. Using fluxcontrolled tunable couplers in a large-scale superconducting circuit, it is practical to effectively eliminate the
impact from both control spectator and target spectator
by tuning off the coupling between the spectators and the
vulnerable computational subsystem. Yet even in the case
where a tunable coupler is unavailable in the circuit, and
the gate operation thus suffers from the inevitable spectator perturbation, our result sheds light on a feasible twoqubit gate operation regime by avoiding the resonance
pole regions.
In summary, we exploit the flux-controlled tunable
coupler to verify the optimal CR operation regime and
provide insight into an improvement of two-qubit gates in
large-scale quantum circuits. We here emphasize our main
conclusions: (1) Our experimental results reveal that the
spectator qubits have a significant impact on the computational gate qubits, and the target spectator qubit leads to
more serious degradation of the CR gate fidelity than the
control spectator qubit under the echo pulse scheme. (2) We
systematically investigate the dependency of gate fidelities
on spurious interaction components, and the dominant
interaction terms are more pronounced in the resonance
pole regions. (3) The three-qubit Hamiltonian tomography
method we develop here can be extended and applied to
other multibody systems for improving the fidelity of twoqubit gates. Our experimental outcomes will be highly
desirable as spectator qubits are inevitably presented in
large-scale superconducting circuits for fault-tolerant quantum computation [45,46].
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